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Christian and I find ourselves closest together when
we are focused outside ourselves. When our daughter lands
in the hospital, we speak and act as a unit. When someone
we love is threatened, we don't h--- to stop and confer to
decide who intervenes
and who stays with
the kids. It happens
automatically, as if
we are both following
orders from a central
processor. And I think
that's the point. Unity
is a gift that allows us
to reach out and make
a difference in the
world.

The friend who sent this wish lost her husband
shortly after. It was certainly not her plan to be
widowed a few years into married life. Our plans, too,
were disrupted - first by infertility, then by the arrival
of a child with special needs. Yet life goes on; joy is
reborn; love remains.

Hiding at the bottom of the box, I find the card that
sums up all the others:

1

7 w o become O n e .

This simple message compresses the whole
sacrament we live into a poignant truth - and a
lofty goal. Marriage is a union not only of spirit,
but of body. When two become one, something
new springs into being: a unity of spirit, and a unity
enfleshed in our children.
And that unity, once created, does not cease to
exist, though we often fail to reflect it in daily living.
Even B.C. (before children), it was all too easy to get
wrapped up in TV or our own individual pursuits.
These days we struggle daily to find the right balance
between nurturing the souls entrusted to us and
nurturing the bond from which they sprang. I used
to think we would eventually learn the trick. Now I
thintk this challenge is what marriage is all about.
There is no glamour in the sum total of these
moments. But the sprinkling of glitter on the cardboard
bottom reminds me that, after all, love - true love - has
the power to transform everyday life into something
magical.
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